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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we establish a fixed point theorem for multi-valued contractive mappings using 
Banach contraction principle in the setting of complete fuzzy soft metric space. Our results are the 
extensions of the result obtained by Sayed and Alahmari (Annals of Fuzzy Mathematics and Informatics, 
15(1), pp. 73-87, 2018) to the case of complete fuzzy soft metric space. In order to validate our establish 
theorems we also provide some examples. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of fuzzy mathematics started with a 

presentation of the thought of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [25] 

in 1965 as another approach to speak to unclearness in 

regular day to day existence. The theory of soft sets 

started by Molodstov [23], which help to solve problems 

in all areas. After then, the properties and applications 

on this theorem have been studied by many authors [8, 

9, 11, 18, 19]. Maji et al., [17] initiated several 

operations in soft sets and has also coined fuzzy soft 

sets. Many interesting applications of soft set theory 

have been expanded by embedding the ideas of fuzzy 

sets [1, 2, 5, 7, 13, 17, 20]. In [3] Beaula et al., were 

introduced a definition of the fuzzy soft metric space and 

also give the concept of fuzzy soft open balls and fuzzy 

soft closed balls.  

The Banach contraction principle is certainly a classical 

result of modern analysis. This principle has been 

extended and generalized in different directions in 

metric spaces [21]. In (1988), Grabiec [13] initiated the 

study of the fixed point theory in fuzzy metric spaces. In 

(2002), Gregori and sapena [14] introduced new kind of 

contractive mappings in modified fuzzy metric spaces 

and proved a fuzzy version of Banach contraction 

principle [15, 21, 22, 24]. In this paper, we proved a 

fixed point theorem for multi-valued contractive 

mappings using Banach contraction principle in the 

setting of complete fuzzy soft metric space.   

Theorem �. �. Let (�, �) be a complete fuzzy metric 

space and let 	: � → 2 be a multivalued map such that 

	� is a closed subset of � for all� ∈ �.  

Let  ��� = {� ∈ 	�: ��(�, �) ≤ �(�, 	�)}, where � ∈ (0,1). 

If there exists a constant � ∈ (0,1) such that for any � ∈
�, there exists� ∈ ��� satisfying 

�(�, 	�) ≤ ��(�, �) 

Then 	 has a fixed point in �, i.e., there exists � ∈
� such that � ∈ 	� provided � < � and the 

function �(�, 	�), � ∈ � is lower semi-continuous. 

Here we establish a Banach contraction fixed point 

theorem for contractive mappings in complete fuzzy soft 

metric spaces. 

II. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 

In this section we first give some basic definitions  

Definition �. �  [12] Let (�, !,∗) be a fuzzy metric 

space.  

1. A sequence {�#} in � is called a Cauchy sequence 

if and only if lim#→∞! '�#(), �# , *+ = 1 for each 

, > 0, * > 0.  
2. A sequence {�#} in � is converging to � in � if and 

only if lim#→∞! (�# , �, *) = 1. A fuzzy metric space 

(�, !,∗) is said to be complete if and only if every 

Cauchy sequence in � is convergent in �.  
3. A fuzzy metric space in which every sequence has 

a convergent subsequence is said to be compact.  

Definition �. � [13] Let (�, !,∗) be a fuzzy metric space. 

Then, the mapping ! is said to be continuous on 

� × � × (0,∞) if  

 lim#→∞! '�#(), �# , *+ = !(�, �, *) 
When {(�# , �# , *#)} is a sequence in � × � × (0,∞) which 

converges to a point (�, �, *) ∈ � × � × (0,∞), 0. 1., 
lim#→∞! '�#(), �# , *+ = lim#→∞ ! '�#(), �# , *+

= 1 and lim#→∞! (�, �, *#)
= !(�, �, *). 

e
t
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Definition �. 5  [16] Let 7ℬ(�) denote the set of all 

nonempty closed bounded subsets of �. Then for every 

9, :, ; ∈ 7ℬ(�) and * > 0, 
!∨=(9, :, *) = min  {min>∈?!∨=(@, :, *), min�∈A!∨=(9, �, *)} 
Where !∨=(;, �, *) = max{!(�, �, *): � ∈ ;}.  
Now, here we define fuzzy soft metric space by using 

soft points by the help of soft t-norm ∗C and give some 

properties of soft t-norms and fuzzy soft metric spaces. 

Let �D be a non-empty set and E be the nonempty set of 

parameters. Let �D be an absolute soft set, FG(�D) be the 

collection of all soft points of �D and ℝ(E∗) denote the set 

of all non-negative soft real numbers. Soft real numbers 

in the [0, 1] and (0,∞) are indicated by 

[0,1](E) and (0,∞)(E) respectively.      

Definition �. I [17] A soft fuzzy set F in �D is a set of 

ordered pairs: 

F = K'�LM, NO(�LM)+: �LM ∈  �D, 1 ∈ EP,  
where NO: �D → [0,1](E) is called the soft membership 

function and NO(�LM) is grade of soft membership of (�LM) 
in S. 

Definition 2.5 [18] Let ∗C: [0,1](E) × [0,1](E) →
[0,1]  (E).∗C 0Q  called continuous soft t-norm if ∗C satisfying 

the following conditions:  

(i). ∗C is commutative and associativite; 

(ii). ∗C is continuous; 

(iii). @C ∗C 1D = @,R  ∀ @C ∈R [0,1](E). 
(iv). @C ∗C �D ≤T �̃ ∗C �V, whenever 

@C ≤ �̃  and �D ≤T �V and @C, �D, �̃, �V  ∈R [0,1] (E).  
Definition 2.6 [3] A mapping �: WF;(WXY) × WF;(WXY) →
ℝ(9)∗ is said to be a fuzzy soft metric on WE if � 

satisfies the following conditions.   

(WF!Z)�'W[\Y , W[]Y + ≥ 0 ∀W[\Y , W[]Y ∈ WF!(WXY). 
(WF!_)�'W[\Y , W[]Y + = 0 if and only 0c W[\Y = W[]Y   

(WF!d)�'W[\Y , W[]Y + = �(W[\Y , W[]Y ) ∀W[\Y , W[]Y ∈ WF!(WXY)  
(WF!e)�'W[\Y , W[]Y + =
�'W[\Y , W[]Y + + �'W[]Y , W[gY +∀W[\Y , W[]Y , W[gY ∈ WF!(WXY)  
Definition �. h: [3] Let (WXY, �,∗C) be a fuzzy soft metric 

space and iXY , be a fuzzy soft subspace of WXY then 

distance between a fuzzy soft point W[T  and iXY  is defined 

by  

�'W[T , iXY + = sup mn'opY,qrY +
stu every fuzzy soft point W[T  0{ iXY |  

Definition �. }: [4]  A fuzzy soft metric space  (WXY, �,∗C) is 

said to be complete, if every Cauchy sequence in WXY 

converges to some fuzzy soft point of WXY.  
Definition �. �: [3] Let 'ED, �V+ and (E′T , �C) be two fuzzy 

soft metric spaces. Then the mappings �� =
(�, �: (ED, �V) → (E′T , �C) is called a fuzzy soft mapping, if 

�: ED → E′T   and �: E → E′T  are two mappings.  

Definition �. ��: [1] Let 9 ⊆ E. A pair (W, 9) is called a 

soft set over (�, E), if F is a mapping W: 9 → G(�). 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

Fixed point theorems for multivalued contractive 
mappings in fuzzy soft metric space  
Let (WXY, �,∗C) be a complete fuzzy soft metric space and 

let 	: WXY → �(WXY) be a multivalued mapping, we define a 

mapping ℎ: WXY → 2��Y\{0} as ℎ'WXY+ = (WXY, 	(WXY)) for 

� ∈ (0,1] we define a set ��
��Y ∈ WXY as��

��Y = {W[′Y ∈
	'WXY+: � �� �WXY, W[′Y � + � �	'WXY+, 	 �W[′Y �� ≤
� �W[′Y , 	 �W[′Y ���. 

Theorem 5. �: Let (WXY, �,  ∗R) be a complete fuzzy soft 

metric space and let 	: WXY → �(WXY) be a multivalued 

mapping. If there exists a constant � ∈ (0,1) such that 

for any WXY ∈ WXY there exists W[′Y ∈ ��
��Y

 satisfying   

� �W[′Y , 	 �W[′Y �� ≤ � �� �WXY, W[′Y � + � �	(WXY), 	(W[′Y )�
+ � �	 �W[′Y � , 	'WXY+��,           (1) 

where, 

��
��Y = {W[′Y ∈ 	(WXY): � �� �WXY, W[′Y � + � �	 �W[′Y � , 	'WXY+� ≤

� �W[′Y , 	 �W[′Y ���. Then This is a fixed point in WXY 

provided � < � and ℎis sequentially lower semi 

continuous. 

Proof: For WXY ∈ WXY, 	(WXY) ∈ �(WXY). For any constant 

� ∈ (0,1)��
��Y

 is nonempty. 

For WZ
[Y ∈ WXY, ∃ WZ

[Y ∈ ��
��

�Y
 such that  

�(WZ
[Y , 	(WZ

[Y )) ≤ �[� �W�
[Y , WZ

[Y � + � �W�
[Y , 	 �WZ

[Y ��
+ � �	 �W�

[Y � , WZ
[Y �] 

For WZ
[Y ∈ WXY, ∃ W_

[Y ∈ ��
�\

�Y , satisfying 

�(W_
[Y , 	(W_

[Y )) ≤ �[� �WZ
[Y , W_

[Y � + �(WZ
[Y , 	 �W_

[Y �
+ �(	 �WZ

[Y � , W_
[Y ) 

Continuing this process, we can find a sequence 

�W#
[Y � ⊂ WXY such that W#(Z

[� ∈ ��
��

�Y
 

and  

� �W#(Z
[�, 	 �W#(Z

[��� ≤ � �� �W#
[Y , W#(Z

[��
+ � �W#

[Y , 	 �W#(Z
[�)� + �(	 �W#

[Y � , W#(Z
[��� ,

{ = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … … 

Now we will show �W#
[Y � Cauchy sequence in WXY. On the 

one hand, 
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� �W#(Z
[�, 	 �W#(Z

[��� ≤ � �� �W#
[Y , W#(Z

[�� + � �W#
[Y , 	 �W#(Z

[���
+ �(	 �W#

[Y � , W#(Z
[�)� ,

{ = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … … 

and from the other hand 

W#(Z
[� ∈ ��

��
�Y ⟹ � �� �W#

[Y , W#(Z
[�� + � �	 �W#

[Y � , 	 �W#(Z
[����

≤ � �W#(Z
[�, 	 �W#(Z

[���,  

{ = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … …  
By the above inequalities we have 

� �W#(Z
[�, W#(_

[�� + � �	(W#(Z
[�), 	(W#(_

[�)� ≤ �
� � �W#

[Y , W#(Z
[�� ,

{ = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … … 

� �W#(Z
[�, 	 �W#(Z

[���
≤ �

� �W#
[Y , 	 �W#(Z

[���,                                                         

{ = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … … 

Hence, easy to prove,  

� �W#
[Y , W#(Z

[�� + � �	 �W#
[Y � , 	 �W#(Z

[���
≤ ;#� �W�

[Y , WZ
[Y �,               

{ = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … … 

� �W#
[Y , 	 �W#

[Y �� ≤ ;#� �W�
[Y , WZ

[Y �,                              

 { = 0,1,2,3,4, … … … … 

where ; = �
� 

For �, { ∈ �, � > {  we have 

� �W#
[Y , W 

[Y � ≤ � �W#
[Y , W#(Z

[�� + � �W#(Z
[�, W#(_

[�� + … … … …
+ � �W ¡Z

[� , W 
[Y � 

≤ (;# + ;#(Z + … … … … + ;¢¡Z)�(W�
[Y , WZ

[Y ) 

≤ ;#

1 − ; �(W�
[Y , WZ

[Y ) 

Where ; = �
�, since � < � ⟹ ;# ⟶ 0 as { ⟶ ∞ ⟹ �W#

[Y � 

is a Cauchy sequence, follows from the completeness of 

WXY, ∃ WXY ∈ WXY such that ¥0�#→∞W#
[Y = WXY. 

Now we will show that WXY is a fixed point of T, i.e. 

WXY ∈ 	(WXY). Since �W#
[Y � is a Cauchy sequence 

converging to WXY and �ℎ(W#
[Y )� = {� �W#

[Y , 	(W#
[Y �} is 

decreasing, therefore, converges to 0. ℎ Being lower 

semi-continuous, therefore, we have  

0 ≤ ℎ'WXY+ ≤ lim ¦→§ ℎ(W#
[Y ) = 0 ⟹ ℎ'WXY+ = 0. Also by 

closeness of 	(WXY) ⟹ WXY ∈ 	(WXY) 
Hence the result. 

Corollary 5. �: Let (WXY, �,∗) be a complete fuzzy soft 

metric space, 	: WXY ⟼ �(WXY) be a contractive mapping. 

If there exists a constant � ∈ (0,1) such that for any 

WXY ∈ WXY, W[′Y ∈ ��
��Y  , 

� �W[′Y , 	 �W[′Y �� ≤ �[� �WXY, W[′Y �, 
Then 	 has a fixed point in WXY provided c is lower semi-

continuous. 

Example 5. 5: Let © be a non-empty finite subset of 

parameters and (WXY, �,∗C) be a fuzzy soft metric space. 

The mapping 	: WXY → �(WXY) × ℝT → ΙV 
	(ªC, «C, *) = min !L(ªC(1), «C(1), *̃(1)) 

Is a fuzzy metric on �'WXY+. 
Example 5. I: Let  � = {3,9, … … … 3#} ∪ !(�Z, �_ , *) =
|�Z − �_|, for �Z , �_ ∈ �; then � is a complete fuzzy soft 

metric space. We define a mapping 	: WXY → �(WXY) as  

	(�Z) = m{3#, 1},   � = 3# , { = 0,1,2,3, … .
{0,3},      � = 0. ° 

Hence T is continuous. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented a new fixed point 

theorem for multi-valued contractive mappings using 

Banach contraction principle in the setting of complete 

fuzzy soft metric space, which improve and extends the 

results due to Sayed and Alahmari [24]. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Fixed point for contractive mapping in Fuzzy soft metric 
space is an interesting concept. There is scope to 
examine the applicability of this space in different 
branches to study. 
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